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The pain by weariness and languor bred.
But now my eyes shall greet a lovelier scene
Than fancy pictured: from the dark green bed
Soon sall the orb of day exalt his glorious head.
I found my two uncles, Cousin George, and several other
friends and relations, waiting for me on the
romarty beach;
and was soon as happy among them as a man suffering a good
from debility, but not much from positive pain, could
When again, about ten years after this time, I visited
well 1)0.
deal

the south of Scotland, it was to receive the instructions neces
me for a bank accountant; and when I revisit
sary to qualify
ed it at a still later period, it was to undertake the manage
In both these instances
ment of a metropolitan newspaper.
I mingled with a different sort of persons from those with
And in
whom I had come in contact in the years 1824-25.
now taking leave of the lowlier class, I may be permitted to
make a few general remarks regarding them.

It is a curious change which has taken place in this country
during the last hundred years.
Up till the times of the Rebel.
lion of 1745, and a little later, it was its remoter provinces that

formed its dangerous portions; and the effective strongholds
from which its advance-guards of civilization and
good order
gradually gained upon old anarchy and barbarism, were its
great towns.

We are told by ecclesiastical historians, that in
Rome, after the age of Oonstantine, the term
villager (Pagus)
came to be regarded as synonymous with heathen, from the
circumstance that the worshippers of the gods were then chiefly

to be found in remote
country places; and we know that in
Scotland the Reformation
pursued a course exactly resembling
that of

Christianity itself in the old Roman world: it began
in the
larger and more influential towns; and it was in the
(Mnoter

country districts that the displaced religion lingered
longest, and found its most efficient champions and allies.

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Perth, St. Andrew's, Dundee, were all
Protestant, and sent out their well-taught burghers to serve
in the
army of the Lords of the Congregation, when 1-luntly

and Hamilton were
arming their vassals to contend for the ob.

